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Lessons from the first 
wave of the pandemic 
and what to expect 
from the next.
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The global 
pandemic is 
still with us. 
As many countries enter a second 
wave of increasing infections, we 
look at the language used in social 
feeds to observe how mindset has 
changed since the outbreak and to 
anticipate what’s next.

How are people thinking differently about lifestyle 
and career?

Which changes will revert to the old normal and 
what is here to stay? 

Are there any changes that we are not even aware 
of? 

How will it change the way we lead our 
organisations and manage our work lives?

?

?

?

?

Citrix teams up with the behavioral science 
team at VERJ, part of LAB Group to use 
their comparative linguistics research and 
find out what people have really been 
saying during 2020. Using comparative 
linguistic analysis, the team analysed a 
number of online sources including Reddit, 
to understand authentic feeling.
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Mental Health 
will be the 
biggest issue
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The pandemic has affected everyone. What were the real 
world impacts on the individuals? It would appear to vary, 
but the term ‘mental health’ significantly over-indexed 
throughout the course of the pandemic (Source 2); a 
pertinent theme being digital wellness and stress. 

These findings may seem obvious, but they highlight 
questions about how we manage, lead and communicate 
with our people who may be struggling with conditions of 
social isolation.

In response to government restrictions and advice most 
organisations have ensured that their people are able to 
perform function and task, but have we been able to create 
truly healthy, sustainable working conditions?

People were 14.9x more 
likely to use the words 
‘really struggling’ 
during the first 
lockdown.

On Mumsnet, people were 9.2x 
more likely to mention
‘mental health’ after lockdown.
(Source 1)

(Source 1)
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People were 41.2x 
more likely to say 
‘commute time’ in 
threads relating to WFH. 

In many cases, not going to the office seems like a benefit: 

The verbatims show that people are really enjoying the extra 
free time around not commuting. This is making people feel 
more productive.

(Source 3)

However, there is more to work than individual productivity. Clare 
Bacchus, Director, Global Lead of Curated Workplace Experience at 
Barclays says,

It may seem obvious that the pandemic caused a reduction in 
informal relationship-building social interactions. There is an 
abundance of evidence that people are deprived of genuine human 
connection amongst transnational, superficial video calls.

“Offices were always social spaces, the hubbub of activity 
where use of 5 senses made relationships long standing and 
powerfully effective to get your best work done.”

“
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The word ‘Chats’ is 
being used 17.2x more 
frequently in 2020 than 
it was in 2019.
(Source 4)

In the immediate response to the pandemic many people 
were resourceful in becoming operationally equipped. Longer 
term, there is a need to consider what working conditions 
people need to be healthy and thrive. 

"I hate not having a laugh with colleagues, not getting to take a 
walk with a colleague for lunch and miss the break room chats 
and coffee." (Source 4)

“
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Leaders need 
to unpick the 
‘productivity 
conflict’
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Looking into the verbatims (Source 5), the sentiment was that there 
were far fewer distractions at home. Many statements echoed these 
examples:

People were 7x more 
likely to mention 
distractions over the 
course of the pandemic. 

Across Reddit conversations in WFH groups, 

(Source 5) 

“I prefer to work from home as there is no commute and a 
majority of my work is easier to do from home as there are no 
distractions.”

“

"I feel my team is more productive too, fewer distractions and 
people free to work a bit on their own schedule outside of 
meetings. All in all, I hope we never go back to the office since 
my productivity would take a hit and I'd end up working later 
into the evening/ on weekends."

“
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People were 5.1x more likely 
to say ‘productive’ and 
‘productivity’ in WFH thread vs 
general workgroup thread. 

There is extremely strong data to support the conclusion 
that working from home provides fewer distractions, 
reduces travel time and many people fiercely resist a 
return to 5-day office working.

People generally felt more ‘productive’ when WFH. 

(Source 6)
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People were 4.8x more 
likely to talk about 
working ‘extra hours’ in 
2020 than 2019.
(Source 7)

Whilst the above is convincingly true, there is also strong data to 
support the opposite! There are many cases of longer hours, days 
without breaks and ‘zoom fatigue’.

Where's the conflict?
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‘Zoom fatigue’ has become a frequently used term in 
business and separation of time spent between working and 
home life has been a struggle for many. 

Protecting time around lunch breaks was a key theme, with 
3.1x more likely to mention ‘lunch break; in 2020 than in 2019.  
(Source 8) 

Domestic circumstances also made a huge 
difference. People were 7.1x more likely to 
reference feeling frustrated, annoyed and 
struggling in the context of children

 (e.g. kids, baby, etc) across Mumsnet and Reddit (Source 9). 

People were 1.4x more likely to make references to lack of 
time and managing time expectations at home for families 
during lockdown (Source 10). ‘School’, ‘childcare’ and 
‘children’ were 6.5x more prevalent as lockdown started and 
‘maths’ was mentioned 10.5x times more (Source 10). 
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Organisational 
structures are 
strained
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‘Middle management’ was mentioned 16.5x more in Reddit’s WFH 
thread than the WorkGroup thread. (Source 12) 

‘Middle managers effectively do nothing except keep the illusion that 
there is work to be done.’  (Source 12) 

Under remote-working conditions some management styles will 
thrive whilst others will make life more difficult. Is micro-management 
even possible, let alone effective?
It is now a necessity for businesses to adopt a postmodern culture 
of team leadership rather than line-management. Effective remote 
working requires high trust, valuing outcomes rather than visibility.

Are we experiencing 
an inevitable change in 
corporate culture and a 
need for management 
restructure?

‘Middle management’ as a topic of discussion, significantly 
over-indexed in Reddit WFH conversations in 2020 (Source 
11). Interestingly, there has been a shift in sentiment towards 
middle management. Generally, discussions cover topics 
around middle management getting a tough time over the 
course of the pandemic.

‘Middle management has it worst. They work the longest hours, 
take all the blame for the mistakes of their employees and also 
for their superiors. they are let go for almost no reason all the 
time. and they aren't paid near as much as the executives, more 
than but more in line with the rest of the workforce. That's a job 
I absolutely would not want.” (Source 12) 

“
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Bad technology 
solutions amplify 
problems
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The pandemic really tested companies’ tech 
capabilities. Working under the conditions 
described above, switching between apps, 
difficulty accessing data securely and system 
failures cause stressful situations. 

‘My internet went down and they gave me the option of unpaid/ 
make up time or annual leave because it wasn’t the company’s 
fault.”

“

“At the start of working from home my computer died. I had the 
time off as paid as it was the company’s equipment that failed.”

“

People were 4x more likely to talk about ‘annual leave’ with 
references to conditions of work (Source 13). Incredibly, 
people are talking about taking leave due to an array of 
external factors such as hardware failure. 
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People have taken responsibility for 
their home office setup and are 11.3x 
more likely to mention computer 
hardware in WFH conversations vs 
workplace ones (Source 14). 
Tech savvy employees who are not getting what they need 
from their tech are hacking the system. With people 37.3x 
more likely to mention ‘plugins’ in 2020 than in 2019, people 
are leveraging their own best methods in an attempt to make 
WFH life as seamless as possible (Source 15). 

Reddit threads, in particular the WorkGroup thread, include 
people sharing their most useful tips for remote working with 
recommendations for plugins to increase productivity. 
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People were 5.7x more 
likely to mention 
'sandbox access' and 
'red tape' in 2020 than 
2019 conversations
(Source 16) 

“I've been WFH exclusively for around five years now and I went 
through all this at the start. i'll share a few tips that helped me 
push through it: have a dedicated workspace. As soon as I moved 
to a dedicated area for work my productivity went through the 
roof. Use apps and plugins, here's a couple of my favourite chrome 
plugins..” 

“
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Conclusion
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Empathetic Management
The change in working conditions brings different degrees 
of difficulty depending upon the individual and their 
circumstances. It means that empathetic management is a 
necessity - there is no chance of one-size-fits-all, blanket 
policies working for the entire workforce.

Teams need leadership more than 
management
The change in working conditions brings different degrees 
of difficulty depending upon the individual and their 
circumstances. It means that empathetic management is a 
necessity - there is no chance of one-size-fits-all, blanket 
policies working for the entire workforce.

Technology is removing problems 
or creating them
Technology infrastructure that is not set up for remote 
working amplifies already difficult working conditions. It 
is time to shift to robust, virtual environments to liberate 
workers to focus on the work and reduce the frustration of 
difficulties and time wasted finding and accessing what they 
need.
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Where is the light at the end of the 
tunnel?

Daryll Scott, Human Systems Thinker and Ambassador at LAB Group 
says, “Authentic, outcome-focussed leadership has always been 
required, but now the need is more acute. Issuing authoritative 
directives from a distance or micromanagement at point-blank range 
have always been unpleasant experiences for knowledge-workers, but 
now they no longer work at all.

The principles of great culture and leadership are the same post-Covid 
as they were before, but now they are a necessity if we want to create 
working conditions where people can be happy, healthy and productive.
To facilitate these cultural changes, organisations need to trust their 
workforce, manage and lead them by outcomes and empower them 
with access to what they need when they need it.”
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Safi Obeidullah, Field CTO at Citrix adds, 

“COVID-19 and the ensuring lockdown has been challenging 
for all of us. However, it has had, what I believe, is a lasting 
impact on the nature of work. That work is not a place, but a 
thing you do; and with the right technology, we can do it from 
anywhere. This is also driving a change in the focus of people 
leaders from employee presence, ala presentism, to focus 
more on output.

To make this work though, we need to find the right 
balance between technology and digital wellness, ensuring 
employees are set up for success both digitally and mentally. 
And it’s everyone’s responsibility. Leaders, IT Departments, 
teams and individuals all need to contribute to fostering well-
being and to reinforcing a shared sense of purpose.”

So how can you ensure your 
employees are set up for 
success? 

A culture for remote working, with the right tools and 
workplace technology in a digital framing is of paramount 
importance. Donna Kimmel, Executive Vice President and 
Chief People Officer at Citrix highlights the value of the digital 
experience:

“Today, an employee’s digital space shapes their experience 
as much as their physical workspace or company culture. 
Companies need to enable their employees to do their best 
work, on their terms. That includes equipping them with 
technology that minimizes friction and maximizes the time 
they can spend doing what they joined the company to do.”
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Culture for remote working

Building the right work culture that works not 
just in the building but at home virtually and 
remotely can help your employees thrive, 
no matter their physical location. Gartner 
estimates that by 2030, the demand for remote 
work is going to increase by 30% (Source 17).

In order to thrive, and build resiliency in such 
a climate, you need to create a culture that 
aligns across leadership and employees; one 
of clarity with understood guidelines on how 
to work with a strategy for encouraging the 
shared connection you might have in physical 
office spaces.

The right tools 

A report from McKinsey (Source 18) 
highlighted how we had gone through a 
decade’s worth of digital growth in just 
90 days, due to the stresses and needs of 
the global pandemic - a feat not even the 
most bullish tech evangelists could have 
anticipated. 
 
Dion Hinchcliffe, Vice President and 
Principal Analyst at Constellation Research, 
said how ‘Next-generation employee 
experience platforms will have to be much 
more integrated, seamless, contextual and 
personalized’ (Source 19). Which rings true as 
the tools used (and offered) must now meet a 
consumer expectation like never before. The 
user-centricity of applications and devices 
provided by an organisation will make all the 
difference in ensuring success.
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Digital in workspace, mind and 
technology 

Yet the digital workspace is far more than just 
the applications and devices used. The digital 
workspace is about combining the culture and 
the tools to create a symbiotic relationship 
with the future way of working. A truly 
standout remote working experience stems 
from leadership prioritizing digital wellness 
and ensuring consumer-like integration and 
unobtrusive conditions. The digital you adopt 
could lead to the best work of your employees’ 
lives in a more harmonious outlook. 

“A digital workspace helps workers take control 
of their workday and, in turn, their personal 
progress. Intelligent workspaces can help 
individuals cut the clutter so they can focus on 
what matters. It’s a simple and elegant way to 
elevate employees’ digital space.”

Donna Kimmel, Executive Vice President and 
Chief People Officer at Citrix 

Intelligent 
Workspaces
Unleash the full potential of your 
teams with workspace intelligence. 

Find out more here

https://www.citrix.com/digital-workspace/intelligent-workspace-solution.html
https://www.citrix.com/digital-workspace/intelligent-workspace-solution.html
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Appendix: Sources: 

1)  Mums.net conversations on WFH before 
March 16th (121,686 words) vs after March 16th 
(155,838 words) :
• 9.2x more likely to mention ‘mental health’ after 

lockdown.
• 10.2x more likely to mention ‘exercise’ after 

lockdown.
• 14.9x more likely to say ‘really struggling’ after 

lockdown.

2)  Conversation from Reddit KWS ‘WFH’ in 
2020 (233,021 words) vs Standard English Model 
(968,267 words):
• ‘Mental health’ is also a significantly over-

indexed phrase.

3)  Conversations from KWS ‘WFH’ (378,707 
words) vs ‘WorkGroup’ (2,210,499 words) Reddit 
thread both from 2020 2,210,499 words:
• 41.2x more likely to say ‘commute time’ in WFH 

than WorkGroup thread. The theme around this 
is that people are really enjoying the extra free 
time around not commuting. This is making 
people feel more productive. I ask this question 
every time. considering how so many people 

are able to work from home and be productive, 
why wouldn't a company just allow people to 
continue doing so. it would certainly save some 
companies money on rented office space. for 
employees, you'd cut down on their commute 
time which reduces stress ... and reduce fuel 
bills. and the greater societal advantages of less 
traffic means fewer accidents, less co2, etc.

• Working from home during normal times and 
working from home during lockdown are totally 
different. I live alone and loved working from 
home before lockdown, but now I hate it. saving 
all that commute time was wonderful, as was 
taking a nap before going out on a Friday night. 
I used to get up at my normal time, go to the 
gym, shower, get a coffee, and be online at my 
regular time and felt amazing and alive.

4) Conversation Reddit thread ‘WorkGroup’ in 
2020 (2,210,499 words) vs 2019 (1,269,787 words):
• 17.2x more likely to mention ‘chats’ in 2020 than 

in 2019. Social interaction that is missing might 
not be being translated/maintained effectively 
through remote working.

• “I hate working from home. hate not having my 
set- up. hate not being as productive. hate not 
seeing all my friends in person. hate not having 
a good laugh with colleagues. hate not getting 
to take a walk with a colleague for lunch. miss 

the break room chats and coffee. hate dealing 
with bullshit from colleagues who don't realize 
working from home means they still have to 
work. I even miss the occasional late night and 
how much bonding happens on those nights.”

5) Conversations from KWS ‘WFH’ (378,707 
words) vs ‘WorkGroup’ (2,210,499 words) Reddit 
thread both from 2020 2,210,499 words:
• 7x more likely to mention distractions, where the 

general theme is that there are less distractions 
from WFH than in the office. 

• “it's great when you have some project going 
on in work. belt away it, email some people for 
their input and can get it done a lot quicker 
than when in office with distractions . downside 
is during summer months now when its a lot 
quieter and there's less workload. people would 
usually be on holidays and it's just finding 
something to do for the sake of trying to be 
occupied rather than being useful.”

• “I've been doing a day or so a week onsite 
randomly throughout as there are certain bits 
and pieces I can't do from home. I prefer to 
work from home as there is no commute and a 
majority of my work is easier to do from home as 
their is no distractions .”

• I can get it done in half the time. no distractions 
for coworkers, I don’t take breaks, no need to 
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run out and get lunch. I absolutely love it. it gives 
me more time to cook dinner, clean, laundry, and 
catch up on some shows. I will never ever go back 
to the office again.”

• I feel my team is more productive too, fewer 
distractions and people free to work a bit on 
their own schedule outside of meetings. all in 
all, I hope we never go back to the office since 
my productivity would take a hit and I'd end up 
working later into the evening/ on weekends.

• meeting frequency can mess with the flow of 
work, especially wasted 30min between meetings. 
overall though I'm much more productive. fewer 
distractions , no noise, the ability to take repeated 
breaks/ naps/ workout on a whim.

6) Conversations from KWS ‘WFH’ (378,707 
words) vs ‘WorkGroup’ (2,210,499 words) Reddit 
thread both from 2020 2,210,499 words:
• 5.1x more likely to say ‘productive’ and 

‘productivity’ in WFH thread vs general 
workgroup thread. 

• People generally report feeling more ‘productive’ 
when WFH.

• People say they don’t feel productive when 
their WFH is difficult or they are struggling with 
childcare. 

7) Conversation Reddit thread ‘WorkGroup’ in 
2020 (2,210,499 words) vs 2019 (1,269,787 words):

• The sentiment of conversations has changed over 
time. In 2019, sentiment in these conversations in 
workplace contexts was related to worry, whereas 
in 2020 more people speaking with anger and 
struggle (E.g. hate, dislike, both, annoy, struggle)

• 4.8x more likely to talk about working ‘extra 
hours’ in 2020 than 2019. This is having a 
significant detrimental effect on many staff who 
are feeling overwhelmed. 

• “in the interest of my marriage, my child, and my 
own mental health, I can not bring myself to put 
in the long extra hours that would be required 
to have both projects on the same timetable. 
my fear, however, comes from how to explain 
this to my boss without making it sound like I'm 
slacking or unable to perform my job. this would 
be the first time in nearly six years of increasing 
responsibilities in this position where I would 
essentially have to admit defeat.”

• anyone else working themselves to death from 
home? I always tend to put in extra hours but I 
find myself working over 3 am the last few days 
for a few reasons: I tend always to get the job 
done, and habitually put in extra hours( thats on 
me) a bunch of people in my workplace are taking 
it easier instead of lifting their game- but its really 
hard to quantify but whatever they get asked to 
do they say they are too busy or cant do it and 
the request gets routed to me instead via senior 
managers who do nt care who does something, 

just that it goes done.

8) Conversation Reddit thread ‘WorkGroup’ in 
2020 (2,210,499 words) vs 2019 (1,269,787 words):
• 3.1x more likely to mention ‘lunch break; in 2020 

than in 2019. People are talking about how taking 
a lunch break is important. 

9) Conversations from Reddit ‘WFH’ thread in 
2020 (70,759 words) vs pre-2020 (11,048 words):
• 7.1x more likely to reference feeling frustrated, 

annoyed and struggling in the context of children 
(e.g. kids, baby, etc).

• 10) Mums.net conversations on WFH before 
March 16th (121,686 words) vs after March 16th 
(155,838 words):

• 1.4x more likely to make references to lack of time 
and managing time expectations at home for 
families during lockdown (after 16th).

• “it sounds like you need to have a discussion 
about his working hours and you need to both 
create boundaries”.

• 3.5x more likely to mention ‘teacher’, 10.5x more 
likely to mention ‘maths’.

• 6.5x more likely to mention ‘school’, ‘childcare’ 
and ‘children’ when comparing conversations on 
Mums.net that focussed on remote working vs 
not remote working. 
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11) Conversation from Reddit KWS ‘WFH’ in 
2020 (233,021 words) vs Standard English Model 
(968,267 words)
• ‘Middle management’ is a significantly over-

indexed phrase in 2020 WFH conversations.

12) Conversations from KWS ‘WFH’ (378,707 
words) vs ‘WorkGroup’ (2,210,499 words) Reddit 
thread both from 2020 2,210,499 words:
• 16.5x more likely to say ‘middle management’ in 

WFH thread than WorkGroup thread. Generally, 
this is about middle management getting a hard 
time in COVID-19 - e.g:

• “dude at my company the middle management 
has it worst. they work the longest hours, take all 
the blame for the mistakes of their employees 
and also for their superiors. they are let go for 
almost no reason all the time. and they aren't 
paid near as much as the executives, more than 
but more in line with the rest of the work force. 
that's a job I absolutely would not want.”

• it's mostly middle management justifying its own 
existance

• I'd imagine there are a lot of middle managers 
that are a bit nervous right now. a lot of bloated 
middle management style is structured around 
busy work and the illusion of doing something 
... but if everyone is working productively from 
home suddenly what that mid- level- manager 

does( or doesn't do) is very apparent.
• because management is livid at the idea you 

might take an 11 minute bathroom break at home 
instead of 10 at work. it also shows that middle 
management is pretty useless if most people can 
work from home with minimal instruction.

• middle managers don't exist to be ultra 
productive / efficient workers, middle managers 
are often incompetent or seem that way for 
a very specific reason. they exist purely as a 
buffer between upper management and regular 
workers, and it's that way for a myriad of reasons.

13) Mums.net conversations on WFH before 
March 16th (121,686 words) vs after March 16th 
(155,838 words): 
• 4x more likely to talk about ‘annual leave’ with 

references to temporal conditions of work (e.g. 
hours, days, etc). Interestingly, people are talking 
about taking leave due to an array of external 
factors such as hardware failure… 

• “at the start of working from home my computer 
died. I had the time off as paid as it was the 
company’s equipment that failed. my friends 
internet went down and they gave her the option 
of unpaid/ make up time or annual leave because 
it wasn’t their fault.”

• “is your friend a trade union member?" she 
offered to go to the office, they said no. she asked 

for a dongle, they said it would take 3 days to 
organise. Hr were copied in on the reply." you 
are correct in that she has offered solutions and 
her employer has rejected them so they can 
not reasonably force her to take annual leave or 
unpaid leave. I suppose she could try asking her 
internet provider to compensate her for loss of 
earnings while her internet is down, but I doubt 
they'd give her a huge amount if anything. are 
there any cafes near her that have reopened and 
have wifi?”

• “I totally understand- same boat here. i’m not 
prepared to just completely sack off the home 
schooling but to Wfh effectively, I d have to. or 
do a half- arsed job of both. have tried splitting 
hours etc but that simply isn’t sustainable long 
term. i’ve limped along until now by using 
annual leave a few days a week and now it’s half 
term which is easier- but again, not a long term 
solution.”

• “I am in a sort of similar situation and my dd will 
therefore have to go to nursery otherwise I am 
at real risk of losing my job. we have been told 
in writing that we face disciplinary action if we 
are deemed to be working anything other than 
fully productively from home or if we take unpaid 
leave that is deemed to be affecting our ability to 
complete all our normal job duties.”
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14) Conversations from KWS ‘WFH’ (378,707 
words) vs ‘WorkGroup’ (2,210,499 words) Reddit 
thread both from 2020 2,210,499 words:
• 11.3x more likely to mention the following words in 

WFH conversations vs workplace ones: keyboard, 
monitor, desktop, set-up 

•  
• 3.2x more likely to mention ‘internet’ in WFH 

thread vs workgroup thread, general references 
to poor internet connection at home 

• “good ol'"my computer's always been slow, but 
we have bad internet so I guess that's why".

15) Conversation Reddit thread ‘WorkGroup’ in 
2020 (2,210,499 words) vs 2019 (1,269,787 words):
• 37.3x more likely to mention ‘plugins’ in 2020 than 

in 2019. 
• “I've been Wfh exclusively for around five years 

now and I went through all this at the start. i'll 
share a few tips that helped me push through it: 
have a dedicated workspace. I used to work from 
my sofa with the tv on, but as soon as I moved to 
a dedicated area for work my productivity went 
through the roof. use apps and plugins, here's 
a couple of my favourite chrome plugins: Noisli 
play sounds that improve concentration, I've since 
created my own post- rock work playlist but I 
used this for months at first.”

16) Conversation Reddit thread ‘WorkGroup’ in 
2020 (2,210,499 words) vs 2019 (1,269,787 words):
• 5.7x more likely to mention ‘sandbox access’ and 

‘red tape’ in 2020 than 2019 conversations.  

17)
https://www.gartner.com/en/
documents/3975352/2020-future-of-work-hidden-
trends-rising-demand-for-remo

18) 
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/
strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/five-
fifty-the-quickening#
 
19) 
https://www.citrix.com/fieldwork/flexible-work/
efficient-digital-workspace.html 


